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Dr. Rugg has made an important contribution to the solution of
the problem of formal discipline by making an investigation of the
transfer-effects of a school study itself. His purpose was to ascertain
whether the training in visualizing obtained from a semester's course
(15 weeks) in descriptive geometry improved the ability to visualize
in related fields of work, and if so, to what extent. The training
was the regular course in that subject required of all freshmen in the
College of Engineering in the University of Illinois. The course,
which should not be confused with the usual plane and solid geometry,
has for its purpose "to build up for the student a method of picturing
solid objects (e. g., machines like engines, dynamos, their constituent
parts, and the diverse materials used in engineering of all sorts) on
one plane called the plane of projection, and coincident with the
drawing paper." From experience in teaching the subject Dr. Rugg
came to the conclusion that it gave a very thorough training in the
visual imagining of geometrical objects. The training subjects were
326 freshmen in this course, the control subjects were 72 juniors and
seniors in the School of Education, and 15 Engineering freshmen not
taking descriptive geometry.

The six tests designed to measure the spread of training were of
three types: (1) tests with non~geo7netrical elements. These were
(a) ten examples in short division, such as, "Divide eighty-one by
seven" (time 60 sees.); (b) ten examples in short division, such as,
"Divide thirty-four fifty-two by nine" (time 90 sees.); and (c) form
as many words as possible out of the word 'material'" (time 5 mins.).
(2) Tests with quasi-geometrical elements. The subjects were asked
to tell the number of straight lines required to write each of twelve
words, using a straight-line alphabet shown for a short time just
before the test (time 75 sees.). (3) Tests with strictly geometrical
elements, (a) A three-inch cube painted white on all sides is cut
into one-inch cubes. How many cubes have paint on three sides,
how many on two, on one, on no sides? (Time 80 sees.), (b) Form
a mental picture of each of the following objects in turn, and count
the number of straight lines it would take to construct each in space.
Then follow 8 problems, such as, (1) A wedge. (2) Four triangles
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attached to a square, bases coinciding with the sides of the square.
(5) A triangular pyramid resting on a triangular prism, bases coin-
ciding. (Time 90 sees.)

These six tests were given to both training and control subjects
before and after the course in geometry. In the pre-training tests
the training subjects did substantially better than the controls. In
the post-training tests both groups improved, but the training sub-
jects made 7.44% greater gain in efficiency (number done correctly)
than the control subjects in the non-geometrical tests, 20.4% greater
gain in the quasi-geometrical test, and 31.25% greater gain in the
strictly geometrical tests. Statistical analysis showed that the supe-
riority was well distributed throughout the training group.

The author thinks these excess gains of the training group are due
to training, principally in visualization, received in the course in
geometry. The tests are framed to test principally visualization,
and the other courses taken concurrently with the geometry offer
no training in visualization at all comparable with that offered by
the geometry. Granting this, we are somewhat in doubt how large
the gains are, since the question is, what proportion of the gains in
training was transferred, and the improvement in visualization in
training was not measured. The author regards all three gains as
"substantial."

Opinions will differ as to importance of these transfers according
to the extent to which the training and the tests are thought to resem-
ble each other. The causes of transfer throw some light upon the
matter. (1) The course in geometry developed a stock of imagery
concepts (line;.-, squares, triangles, prisms, etc.), a familiarity with
them, and a skill in manipulating them, which was of direct aid in
the painted cube test, and in counting the edges of the figures in the
last test. (2) The course increased the span of attentioi, enabled
the person to hold more elements in mind at once, and for a longer
time. Its effect was noted in the short division tests even. (3) The
course is essentially a course in problem-solving, and tends to make
the person conscious of the value of a good method of attack, hence
to make him inclined to seek one in any of the tests. I am disposed
to think there is a strong resemblance in content between the course
and the tests with strictly geometrical elements, but not much between
it and the other tests. The transfer factors in these other tests seem
to be notions of procedure, and a better control of attention.
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On the whole the investigation shows that the training, principally
in visualizing, received from the course in geometry is used in other
fields, usually reckoned somewhat different. The decrease as the
tests become more different from the training is of course significant.
The results afford, in the opinion of the author, and it seems to me
justified, some support for a considerably restricted view of formal
discipline. The book contains excellent tabular summaries and
critical analyses of all the experiments to date. The statistical hand-
ling of the results, a feature we have not done justice to, is the best
of all the researches on the subject yet published.
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